TRANSFORMATIONAL
CLOUD SERVICES

Transforming businesses with cloud

We train your staff, so you retain control

There is no denying that, whilst cloud is transformational,
realising the benefits of cloud can be challenging, requiring
deep unbiased knowledge and expertise. What is needed
are cloud agnostic service providers with vast experience
across the whole gamut of cloud, playing a vital advisory role,
supporting companies’ best interests, and achieving desired
outcomes, like retaining control and lowering TCO.

Whilst other service providers see creating black boxes as
the way to retain clients, we think the opposite. Our ethos is
to act in the best interest of our clients: by being collaborative
and transparent; by creating open designs; and by offering the
ongoing option to train our clients’ staff to manage this or to
outsource to us. This means our clients are able to move away
from us, which we find is a big plus: it drives us to provide the
best service, and we know our client relationships are built on
trust and satisfaction.

Many questions need answering upfront, including: which are the
right public and/or private clouds for each application; how to
ensure workloads can move between clouds as circumstances
change; how to leverage existing H/W and VMware investments;
how to migrate legacy apps; how to manage cloud complexity;
and how to abstract above clouds to retain control, optimise
costs, and ensure agility.

Offis Multi-Cloud Services: client-centric
unbiased cloud leadership
Offis performs IT transformations, cloud migrations, and
multi-cloud managed services. For more than 20 years we
have provided unbiased market-leading expertise in cloud
and infrastructure to hundreds of Australian and international
companies. Whilst other IT providers have either aligned
themselves with one public cloud or pushed their own
private cloud, we have instead recommended the right cloud
architectures for our clients, providing experienced multi-cloud
advisory, training, and implementation services. We manage
workloads in 10 different clouds worldwide, including our
own ISO 27001 accredited data centre.

Experience-based IT Professional Services
Our highly experienced and qualified engineers, architects,
senior developers, and PMs bring decades of experience
with the latest automation and cloud technologies to
deliver market leading agility and productivity. They have a
good amount of “scar tissue”, having worked on complex
projects for major consulting firms and corporates including
acquisitions, divestitures, integrations, data centre builds,
cloud transformations, and complex environment provisioning
automation into private / public / hybrid clouds.

Some of the work we do

Offis brings thought leadership and deep knowledge in
best-of-breed cloud solutions. We were the first Australian MSP
to recognise the necessity of Cloud Management Platforms
(CMP) to abstract above clouds to avoid lock-in, drive agility,
innovation and efficiency, and achieve integrated management,
orchestration, security and governance across private / public
clouds and data centres.

Automate everything, in any cloud

Automated provisioning of applications and
infrastructure. Manage 500+ servers per admin.

Transformations

Unshackle your infrastructure and applications
(even legacy apps) to bring you efficiency & agility.

Complex Cloud migrations, optimised

Want to move highly complex IT environments
to one or several clouds, including legacy apps?
This is our specialty.

Cloud interoperability and agility

Our 2016 Cloud Survey showed agility as the
top issue. In equivalent time, we build cloud-agnostic
solutions.

What we do
Professional Services

Strategy ● Solution Architecture ● Security ● Infrastructure Design & Build
PM ● Hybrid / Multi-cloud ● Automated Provisioning ● Orchestration
Transformation,
Cloud Migration

Accelerated App
Delivery, CI/CD

Software Defined
Data Centre Build

Environment
Provisioning
Automation

Automated Provisioning
and Orchestration

Cloud Cost
Optimisation

Cloud Management Training
Exclusive RightScale training partner

Managed Services

24*7 Help Desk ● Hosting ● Infrastructure
Monitoring ● Security
We are agnostic,
supporting:

• Public Clouds
• Hybrid Clouds
• Private Clouds
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Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery

Environment Provisioning Automation into hybrid and
public clouds in minutes, uplifting your CI/CD.

Single pane of glass management

Operate, govern and deploy across hybrid and
public clouds using a single pane of glass via a
leading CMP.

Cloud cost optimisation

Forecast, track, and automate actions to optimise cloud
costs. Typically saves around 30-45% of spend.

Cloudify vSphere

Enable automation, IT as a Service, and DevOps on
your internal virtualised resource pools.
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THRIVING IN A HYBRID / MULTI-CLOUD WORLD

How Australian companies use the cloud*
Hybrid (mostly public cloud)

39%

Using multiple clouds

27%

Hybrid (mostly private cloud)

21%

Public cloud only

19%

Private cloud only

19%

None yet

10%

* In 2016 we surveyed 226 IT managers / professionals

Why companies use multiple clouds
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create resilient architectures
Maintain vendor leverage
Future-proof their cloud strategy
Evolving regulations forcing multi-cloud approach
Operate anywhere around the globe
Access unique capabilities and new technologies
Optimise costs for steady state and variable workloads
Embrace & govern “shadow IT”
Leverage existing investments in their own data centre

The 2016 RightScale State of the Cloud survey shows 82% of
companies are hybrid or multi-cloud

IF NOT ALREADY, YOU COULD SOON
BECOME HYBRID / MULTI-CLOUD.
HAVE YOU PREPARED FOR THIS?

Managing hybrid / multi-cloud environments
There are 2 ways to manage multi-cloud environments:
1. Learn to use multiple cloud providers’ tools and somehow
overlay your management systems; or
2. Use a CMP to abstract above, standardise and simplify the
management, governance and automation of the underlying
diverse infrastructure, while integrating with your enterprise
governance and management systems.
We have always known that cloud was about so much more
than just IaaS. We saw that cloud is an enabler, underpinning
emergent transformational benefits, and a CMP is essential to
exploit these current and future benefits, including innovation,
agility, efficiency, and cost control, while conforming with
governance, security and compliance requirements. After an
exhaustive evaluation of CMPs, we chose RightScale in 2014.

Some fast facts on RightScale
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leader according to Forrester
10 years old - started as the GUI that AWS used
before they built their proprietary tools
10M+ servers under management
Easily scales to 10K+ servers per app
Cloud-agnostic
Supports existing and greenfield workloads
Broad ecosystem, extensible to any service

Some of the many companies using
RightScale

Forrester’s Q1 2016 Wave™: Hybrid Cloud Management
Solutions report confirmed RightScale as the leading CMP.

We bring you many more cloud benefits - now and into the future
VALUE FEATURE

WITHOUT A CMP
(using cloud provider tools)

USING
RIGHTSCALE

Pay-for-use consumption model
Scalability and Elasticity
Manage & govern hybrid / multi-cloud environment

Offis recognised
that a CMP
is central to
leveraging the
wide value of
cloud

Cloud analytics / cost optimisation

Limited Options

Environment Provisioning Automation

Limited Coverage

Accelerated application delivery / Continuous Delivery

Limited Coverage

Expand into new markets

Limited Coverage

Leverage best-of-breed cloud APIs / Services

Limited Coverage

Performance monitoring

Limited Coverage

Single pane of glass standardised management
Enterprise Service Management (ITSM) integration
Enterprise-wide policy-driven governance and compliance
Integration with enterprise management systems
Self-service / IT-as-a-Service
Cloudify internal virtualised resource pools
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CMP HIGH-LEVEL OVERVIEW: SEE, MANAGE,
AUTOMATE, GOVERN HYBRID / MULTI-CLOUD

A CMP enables organisations to simplify the deployment,
management and automation of applications running on cloud
infrastructure, including public, private, and hybrid clouds.
A CMP provides 3 major tiers of service: access management
(including self-service, subscriber management, identity & access
management), service management (including service catalog,
configuration management, provisioning, SLA management, usage,
and chargeback) and service optimisation (policy governance,
orchestration of infrastructure and applications in accordance with
defined policies, and cost optimisation).

Self-Service
Design

Cloud Analytics

Cloud Management

Deploy

Automate

Operate

Govern

Optimise

MULTI-CLOUD ORCHESTRATION AND GOVERNANCE
Inventory

Provisioning

Operations

Financial

Discovery

Standard
Images

Operational
Dashboard

Multi-Cloud
Cost Tracking

Tagging

Template
Catalogs

Automated
Operations

Analytics &
Reporting

Search

Cloud Policies

A CMP simplifies and bolsters the management, governance,
compliance, identity & access control, auditability, and automation
of rapidly-evolving (and potentially transient) infrastructure and
applications in the same consistent way, irrespective of their location:
across company datacentres (on virtualised, software-defined
environments, and bare metal servers), private clouds and public
clouds, reducing your TCO and futureproofing your cloud strategy.

Monitoring &
Alerts

Forecasting &
Budgeting

CMDB
Integration

Version Control

Updates &
Patches

Spend
Optimisation

Account
Aggregation

Identity and
Access

SSH Key
Management

Audit Trails

Public
Clouds

Private
Clouds

Virtualised
Environments

Bare
Metal

Security

A CMP sits above the underlying cloud(s), operating seamlessly
across varied cloud services, providing a single console for all
your workloads (across private / public / hybrid clouds & data
centres). Importantly, a CMP plugs into and complements your
existing systems around governance, security, compliance, identity
management, ITSM, configuration management, DevOps, cost
management, performance monitoring, etc. (see below).

Integrates with all your existing systems for enterprise-grade cloud management
and governance, including the following
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THE TYPES OF PROJECTS WE DO

Transformation and cloud migration

Automated provisioning & DevOps enablement

A simple “lift & shift” into the cloud does not give you the
transformational benefits that other organisations are getting
from the cloud (auto-scaling, cloud bursting, HA / DR,
accelerated app delivery, DevOps, agility, innovation, optimised
cost, etc.). Furthermore, when it comes to legacy apps a “lift
& shift” approach will often not work well. We leverage cloudagnostic IaaS functionality, configuration management tools
like Chef & Puppet, and containerisation tools, giving you these
benefits and more.

We are very efficient at creating open cloud agnostic automated
provisioning and orchestration collateral (blueprints) for IT
environments of any complexity across any combination of
private / public cloud(s), and any hypervisor. Being abstracted
above the underlying cloud(s) and owning the automation
collateral, delivers you the ultimate freedom to easily move your
infrastructure and applications anywhere, at any time. We bring a
highly efficient robust break/rebuild manufacturing approach to IT
systems, used across the entire lifecycle - across dev (developer
self-provisioning), test (automated testing, load testing, APM)
and production (automate everything, improve SLAs, etc.),
streamlining your operations and uplifting your DevOps capability.

Cloud optimisation service
Try our free cloud optimisation service and save.
Alerts for under-utilised
instances

Schedules, alerts,
automated terminator
scripts

Control /Master

Quotas and
budget alerts

Source
SCM

Save
50%

Save
75%

m3.xlarge
$.266
m3.large
$.133

Libraries

Needed
for 3 days

m3.medium
$.067

Scripts

Left running
for 4 days

25% waste

Left running
for 7 days

57% �
waste

Left running
for 14 days

79%�
waste

Cloud Analytics alerts lead to automated actions, such as turning off
unused instances, typically saving 30-45% of spend

Environment
Config
Reference
Data
Data

Manufacture
Cloud
Management
Platform
Environment
Provisioning
Automation
Integrates with
CI/CD,
Automated
Testing and APM
tools to enable
DevOps
4 Cornerstones
of DevOps

Constitutes the
blueprint for
manufacturing
entire complex
IT environments

Use

Dispose

Development
Environments
Test / Staging
Environments
Production
Environment

IT infra & app changes are
applied to the blueprint,
not to the actual systems
themselves

Case studies
Goals

Multi-cloud automated provisioning to streamline
operations and uplift CI/CD and DevOps capability.

Solution

Benefits
Environment build time has reduced from 10
weeks to under 1 hour, uplifting DevOps and
CI/CD, and supporting break/rebuild model.

Produced cloud agnostic automated provisioning
& orchestration collateral for the full environment,
consisting of more than 100 applications, servers,
storage, network tiers, DNS, FWs, etc., with a
self-service portal.

Innovate quickly using any cloud, with enterprisegrade cloud governance.

Goals

Benefits

Deliver a highly available and scalable SAP hybris
eCommerce platform in multiple AWS availability
zones, quick to provision and allowing evolutions.
Have future agility and flexibility.

Solution

Automated the provisioning of both individual app/
server instances and full environments

Arbitrage / Move between clouds for savings.

Enables break-rebuild model, moving away
from heavy analysis “server hugging”
break-fix models.
Has reduced provisioning time, uplifting CI/CD.
Increased flexibility / agility to use multiple clouds.
Access to near-unlimited infrastructure resources.

CLOUD TRANSFORMATIONS REQUIRE UNBIASED EXPERT ADVICE AND VAST EXPERIENCE

Contact us now for a free consulting session at sales@offis.com.au
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